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NIGERIA NABS TERRORISTS PLANNING ATTACKS ON ISRAELIS 
February 21, 2013 The Jerusalem Post reported: “Nigeria's secret service say they have arrested a ‘terrorist cell’ trained in 
Iran who planned to attack US and Israeli targets in Africa's most populous nation. 
 

The State Security Service (SSS) said they arrested Abdullahi Mustapha Berende and two other Nigerians in December after 
Berende made several suspicious trips to Iran where he interacted with Iranians in a ‘high profile terrorist network’. 
 

‘His Iranian sponsors requested that he identifies and gathers intelligence on public places and prominent hotels frequented 
by Americans and Israelis to facilitate attacks,’ SSS spokeswoman Marilyn Ogar said in a statement. 
 

‘There is conclusive evidence that Berende in collaboration with his Iranian handlers were involved in grievous crimes 
against the national security of this country.’....” 

ISLAM OR DEATH? EGYPT'S CHRISTIANS TARGETED BY NEW TERROR GROUP  
February 21, 2013 Fox News reported:  “A group of Christian priests from a local Coptic church in Egypt were told to convert to Islam or 
face death, according to an Arabic news site. 
 

The incident, which comes in the midst of continued persecution and pressure on Egypt’s Christian community, took place this week in 
the town of Safaga, near the Red Sea, the El Balad site reported. 
 

According to El Balad, the threats are from a new group in Egypt, Jihad al-Kufr, whose name translates to Jihad against non-believers or 
non-Muslims. The group targets non-Muslims, and reportedly pressures them to convert to Islam. 
 

‘It’s not the first time. This is happening every day,’ said Adel Guindy, president of Coptic Solidarity and a member of Egypt’s Coptic 
community who travels between Paris and Cairo. ‘This one incident caught the attention of the news agencies, but there are worse things 
happening to the Christians every day in Egypt,’ he said…” 
 

AL-QAIDA ALIVE AND WELL, READY TO ATTACK WEST 
February 19, 2013 WND.com reported: “In an agreement between al-Qaida and the Islamic regime, three camps 
have been set up within Iran to train terrorists, WND has learned. 
 

Al-Qaida members are trained to attack NATO forces in Afghanistan and collaborate with the Islamic regime on 
terrorist activities against Israel, the United States and some European countries, according to a source within the 
Revolutionary Guards intelligence division.     
 

The camps are in the Sistan and Baluchestan provinces of Iran bordering Pakistan, where the al-Qaida members 
are trained in terrorism and guerrilla-warfare tactics. 
 

The al-Qaida members, under the pretext of conducting commerce, enter Iran through local bazaars along the 
Pakistani-Iranian border, the source said. After completing the course, each al-Qaida member is paid the 
equivalent of $12,000 in appreciation of their participation and further collaboration with the regime’s Quds 
Forces.  Pakistan has collaborated with Iran for well over a decade on the terrorism training, according to the 
source.”...” 

 

NORTH KOREA THREATENS SOUTH WITH "FINAL DESTRUCTION" 
February 19, 2013 Reuters reported: “North Korea threatened South Korea with "final destruction" during a debate at the United Nations 
Conference on Disarmament on Tuesday, saying it could take further steps after a nuclear test last week. 
 

"As the saying goes, a new-born puppy knows no fear of a tiger. South Korea's erratic behavior would only herald its final destruction," 
North Korean diplomat Jon Yong Ryong told the meeting. 
 

Jon's comments drew quick criticism from other nations, including South Korea, France, Germany and Britain, whose ambassador Joanne 
Adamson said such language was "completely inappropriate" and the discussion with North Korea was heading in the wrong direction. 
 

"It cannot be allowed that we have expressions which refer to the possible destruction of U.N. member states," she said. 
 

Spanish Ambassador Javier Gil Catalina said the comment left him stupefied and appeared to be a breach of international law. 
 

"In the 30 years of my career I've never heard anything like it and it seems to me that we are not speaking about something that is even 
admissible, we are speaking about a threat of the use of force that is prohibited by Article 2.4 of the United Nations charter," Catalina said. 
 

Since the North tested a nuclear bomb last week in defiance of U.N. resolutions, its southern neighbor has warned it could strike the 
isolated state if it believed an attack was imminent. 
 



Pyongyang said the aim of the test was to bolster its defenses given the hostility of the United States, which has led a push to impose 
sanctions on North Korea. 
 

"Our current nuclear test is the primary countermeasure taken by the DPRK in which it exercised its maximum self-restraint," said the 
North Korean diplomat Jon. 
 

"If the U.S. takes a hostile approach toward the DPRK to the last, rendering the situation complicated, it (North Korea) will be left with no 
option but to take the second and third stronger steps in succession," he said, without indicating what that might entail.”...” 
 
 

LEADING GENETICIST: HUMAN INTELLIGENCE IS SLOWLY DECLINING 
February 18, 2013 naturalsociety.com reported: “Would you be surprised to hear that the human race is slowly becoming dumber, and 
dumber? Despite our advancements over the last tens or even hundreds of years, some ‘experts’ believe that humans are losing cognitive 
capabilities and becoming more emotionally unstable. One Stanford University researcher and geneticist, Dr. Gerald 
Crabtree, believes that our intellectual decline as a race has much to do with adverse genetic mutations. But there is 
more to it than that. 
 

According to Crabtree, our cognitive and emotional capabilities are fueled and determined by the combined effort of 
thousands of genes. If a mutation occurred in any of these genes, which is quite likely, then intelligence or emotional 
stability can be negatively impacted. 
 

“I would wager that if an average citizen from Athens of 1000 BC were to appear suddenly among us, he or she would 
be among the brightest and most intellectually alive of our colleagues and companions, with a good memory, a broad range of ideas, and a 
clear-sighted view of important issues. Furthermore, I would guess that he or she would be among the most emotionally stable of our 
friends and colleagues,” the geneticist began his article in the scientific journal Trends in Genetics.”...” 
 

THE VOICE OF THE EU COMMISSION HAS 'GONE SOFT' 
February 18, 2013 The EU Observer reported: “It was just eight years ago. In 2004, Romano Prodi, an Italian economics professor from 
Bologna, left one of the most powerful posts in Europe. 
 

In his five year term as President of the European Commission, he oversaw the introduction of the euro, the enlargement of the European 
Union to eight countries from the former Soviet bloc and the signing of an EU constitution.  But despite the new economic governance 
powers granted to the EU executive during the crisis, Prodi says that these days member states are increasingly setting the agenda. 
 

"The European engine in my time was the commission," he told EUobserver. 
 

"The direction was towards some sort of quasi-federal Europe. In the coming years, Europe will also make progress, but it will not be [led 
by] the commission but by the Council," he noted. 
 

"There is a complete change of focus in the new Europe," he said.  Referring to the current German and French leaders and the head of the 
EU Council, he added: "The voice of the commission is very, very soft. Even when it proposed its last very interesting paper, it didn't give 
rise to a strong debate. There is interest only when Mrs Merkel and Mr Hollande … meet together. Van Rompuy, who was really 
unknown, is step by step becoming the centre of Europe." 
 

And while the commission is becoming less political, national politicians are becoming more selfish, he warned.”...” 
 

'IRANIAN NUCLEAR CHIEF OBSERVED KOREAN NUKE TEST' 
February 17, 2013 The Jerusalem Post reported:  “The alleged father of Iran's nuclear program, Mohsen Fakhrizadeh-Mahabadi, is 
believed to have been present in North Korea last week in order to observe its third nuclear test, Britain's The Sunday Times reported 
citing Western intelligence sources. 
 

According to the sources, Fakhrizadeh-Mahabadi was responsible for the development of a warhead ‘small enough to fit on to one of the 
ballistic missiles developed by Iran from North Korean prototypes,’ the report stated. 
 

North Korea said its test on Tuesday had ‘greater explosive force’ than the 2006 and 2009 tests, which were widely seen as small-scale. 
 

The report echoes comments made earlier in the week by a security expert that the nuclear test may have also been carried out on behalf of 
Iran, and in the presence of Iranian atomic scientists. 
 

North Korea is making progress both in its nuclear weapons capabilities and its ICBM missile research, Dr. Alon Levkowitz, coordinator 
of Bar-Ilan University’s Asian Studies Program and a member of the BESA Center for Strategic Studies, told The Jerusalem Post. 
 

‘The most disturbing question is whether the Iranians are using North Korea as a backdoor plan for their own nuclear program. The 
Iranians didn’t carry out a nuclear test in Iran, but they may have done so in North Korea,’ Levkowitz said. ‘There is no official 
information on this... but Iran may have bypassed inspections via North Korea. If true, this is a very worrying development.’…” 
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